
Jute, Cotton & Juco Bags

gojuteinternational.com    |    01726 75553    |    info@gojute.co.uk

Promote your 
brand sustainably, 
creatively 
and effectively



A bespoke Juco bag with 
faux leather handles, and 
an attractive embroidery 

finish, created for The Royal 
Horticultural Society for the 

Chelsea Flower Show.
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Who are we? GoJute International are Europe’s 
largest manufacturer & supplier 
of jute, juco and cotton bags for 
all types of businesses.

We are proud to have built 
our business on a reputation 
for providing exceptional 
quality products, ethically and 
sustainably produced with 
attentive customer service.

With over 40 years of experience 
and offices in the UK, India, 
France and the Netherlands 
- we have the expertise and 
infrastructure to handle orders 
of any size. 

Established in 2006, we have 
worked with global retailers 
such as Asda Walmart, drinks 
manufacturers including Molson 
Coors & Coca Cola, high street 
brands Tommy Hilfiger and 
White Stuff, the world famous 
Glastonbury Festival and 
hundreds of holiday homes, 
independent retailers, schools, 
colleges and universities.

GoJute International work with businesses and organisations 
of all shapes and sizes, including some of the world’s most 
recognisable names.
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Our Ethics With production facilities in the 
UK, Europe and India, we have full 
control over the manufacturing 
process. This means you can be 
confident your bags are being 
produced in the most ethical and 
sustainable ways possible.

We have a responsibility to our 
customers, but have a greater 
responsibility to our workers. 
It is very important to us that 
we ensure they are paid a fair 
wage, and work in the best 
conditions possible.

We recognise that our activities 
have a direct impact on the 
wellbeing of our employees, 
customers, suppliers and wider 
communities. Through our 
wholesaling and purchasing 
practices, our activities impact 
on communities nationally and 
globally. GoJute endeavours to 
make a positive impact upon 
our society.

We use local suppliers 
whenever we can and work 
with our local community 
on initiatives to protect our 
environment. The Jute industry 
provides employment to 0.37 
million workers and supports 
the livelihood of around 4 
million farm families across 
India.*

We are committed to nurturing 
excellent relationships with our 
customers, team, suppliers, 
communities, and the planet.

 
*Source: Indian Ministry of Textiles

Accreditations:
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• Ethical, transparent 
production

• Social responsibility
• Sustainability and the 

environment
• Quality and trust

Our Core 
Values
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Jute and cotton bags offer a 
sustainable alternative to plastic. It 
is a form of ‘branding with purpose’ 
that people hold on to for a long time.
Unlike plastic, which takes 
hundreds of years to decompose, 
jute and cotton are made of 
natural fibres, which reduce 
harm to ecosystems and wildlife. 
Additionally, they provide an 
excellent canvas and allow logos 
and designs to stand out vividly, 
enhancing brand visibility.

Whether you’re looking to sell 
bags in a shop, raise your profile 
at events, or use the bags to 
support a marketing campaign, 
GoJute bags are the perfect way 
to get your brand in front of lots 
of people.

Why use 
GoJute bags?

• Turnaround printed 
bags within 48hrs

• Large choice of 
stock colours

• Large selection of bag 
sizes & shapes

What are the
Benefits?
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The Jute Plant
Our bags begin life in India as a fast 
growing, sustainable plant called jute.  
Mature jute is harvested by hand and 
bundled together. Later the leaves are 
removed (defoliation).

What is Jute?

Retting
The harvested stalks are submerged 
for around 20 days where natural 
micro-organisms decompose the plant 
material so the fibres can be separated 
in a process known as retting.

Dried & Delivered
The stripped fibres are air-dried in the 
sun for 2-3 days. It is then tied and 
bundled up and loaded onto lorries 
by the local farmers, where they are 
transported to the mill to be processed.

At The Mill
The fibres go through many processes 
such as selection, softening, carding 
and spinning. The yarn can then, if 
required, be dyed to any colour.

Jute Fabric
The yarn is woven into the jute fabric 
that is used for our bags and a number 
of other textiles.

Often called ‘The Golden Fibre’ due 
to its bold natural colour, jute is an 
affordable, highly versatile, strong, 
and eco-friendly material.
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Jute is perfect for bags as it is one of the 
strongest fibres around. Jute is a natural, 
eco-friendly and affordable material with 
a huge amount of versatility.

Natural Jute

GoJute International have a wide selection of jute 
bags in stock, offering a range of colours, shapes and 
sizes with excellent turnaround times. If you’re looking 
for something more bespoke, then we can help you 
create the bag of your choice with limitless options 
for sizes, colours and styles. Contact our team and 
they will be happy to find the right bag to meet your 
needs, design and budget.

• It is incredibly sustainable
• Low water footprint
• Easy to dye with a variety of  

different colours
• Strong and durable, and 

lasts a ‘lifetime’

What are the
Benefits?

Types of Fabric
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Cotton is the world’s most produced natural 
fibre. It is versatile and creates a tightly woven, 
lightweight, breathable texture that looks and 
feels stunning.

Beautiful Cotton

We have an ever-growing range of cotton 
products available, from high-quality 
lightweight 5oz cotton bags to heavier 10oz 
cotton canvas bags with rope handles.

Cotton bags are a simple and inexpensive 
way to promote your brand. If you’re looking 
to keep costs low, plus carry your brand 
further, these are perfect for giveaways 

at shows and events. With a large stock 
available, we can provide bags complete with 
your branding within a matter of days.

If you’re looking for something a bit more 
luxurious, we can also offer a bespoke 
service to produce premium bags to your 
specification.

• It is a biodegradable 
natural plant fibre

• It is a renewable resource
• Cotton is a soft and 

foldable material
• It can be machine washed

What are the
Benefits?

Types of Fabric
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Juco is a carefully-crafted mix of jute and cotton, 
taking the best bits of both materials helping to 
create the perfect canvas for your branding.

Premium Juco

Juco bags offer all the durability of jute with a 
mix of cotton to give the bag a premium feel. 
Juco can help to reflect the quality of your brand.

With a tighter weave, the fabric lends itself to 
finer artwork. The juco material can also be 
mixed with jute sides to keep the natural and 
rustic feel of the jute with a smooth, polished 

front and back. We hold a wide range of 
juco bags in stock with a selection of colours 
available. We can also create bespoke bags 
either using purely juco or with a touch of jute.

Our team of experts can work with you to decide 
on the most appropriate material and bags for 
your design and usage.

• It is a biodegradable 
natural plant fibre

• It is a renewable resource
• Very high quality and 

strong material
• A tighter weave means a 

great print finish

What are the
Benefits?

Types of Fabric
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Branded bags are 
so versatile with our 

customers operating 
in a range of different 
industries: Events and 

Shows; Food and Drink; 
Education; Retail; 
Charities; Holiday 

and Accommodation; 
Marketing Agencies.
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Expert Support
We will give you expert support to 
enable you to make the right product 
choice that represents your company 
ethos, budget and timescale.

Create Your Bag

Design Support
We will chat through your design 
thoughts and working with our in-house 
Design team will realise your ideas.

Approval
Using our visualisation techniques you 
will receive a high quality visual and 
proof for your inspection and approval.

Production
Following your approval we can 
proceed with production or upon 
request provide a sample for approval.

Customer Service
We use established and reliable 
delivery partners and it doesn’t finish 
once you’ve received your bags; we’ll 
ensure you are 100% happy with your 
bags, and reach out to you at pre-
agreed milestones.

Whatever you’re looking to 
achieve, we make it easy every 
step of the way to bring your 
ideas to life.
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Unique overseas 
printed bags

At GoJute we make it easy to bring your 
ideas to life with our creative design 
service. Whatever you’re looking to 
achieve, our experienced design team will 
come up with some great ideas and advise 
you from concept to final production.

Fully customisable bags made to your 
exact requirements. Create your perfect 
product using jute, juco, cotton or cotton 
canvas. This is our most cost effective 
solution.

Overseas printing opens up a wide range 
of options, from custom bag colours, 
bag sizes, designs as well as edge-to-
edge printing. Plus the additional details 
like coloured handles, swing tags and a 
sewn-in label.

Professional Design Service

The Benefits...
• Choose the exact dimensions you need
• Dye material to Pantone match your brand
• Most cost-effective solution

Select from our extensive range of stock 
bags. Our range of jute, juco, cotton and 
cotton canvas bags will suit most needs 
and wants with an unrivalled selection of 
colours to choose from.

When printing onto our UK stock bags 
there are set print areas determined by 
the printing machines here in the UK.

Professional Design Service

The Benefits...
• Turnaround printed bags within 48hrs
• Large choice of stock colours
• Large selection of bag sizes & shapes

Speedy UK printed 
stock bags

Printed Stock Bags 
from just 48 hours

Super-Speedy

Please get in contact with our team!
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• Printed bags from 48hrs
• Large choice of 

stock colours
• Large selection of bag 

sizes & shapes

What are the
Benefits?
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Exclusive and 
Handmade

Premium Bags
If you’re looking for something 
really special for your brand, 
then we’d love to work with you 
to create a premium bag, so you 
stand out from the crowd.

Our dedicated team have 
decades of experience in 
designing and manufacturing 
luxury bespoke bags for a wide 
variety of uses. Every aspect of 
your bag can be defined, with 
a selection of jute, juco and 
cotton styles; handles, fixings, 
zips, tassels, luxury linings and 
sewn-in pockets.

All our premium bags are 
designed exclusively for you, 
and hand-stitched in our 

SEDEX approved production 
facility. We can even offer pre-
production samples, so you 
can get a really good feel for 
your unique bag.

Whether you’re looking to 
develop a bag to retail in your 
shop or online; or an extra-
special gift for customers or 
staff that reflects the quality 
of your brand – we have the 
know-how to bring your dream 
bag to life.
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Ready to go Stock Bags
GoJute boasts one of the largest 
selections of stock bags. With a 
vast range of sizes, colours and 
materials we have the perfect 
bag to suit your needs!

We are always adding to our 
range, making sure we keep up 
with the latest trends to offer 
the widest selection of bags 
possible.

Our in-house design, print and 
production teams can add your 
logo, design and branding to 
our stock bags within a matter 
of days.

In the unlikely event you can’t 
find the bag you are looking 
for, our tailor-made bespoke 
service means we can create 
pretty much any bag of any 
shape, size or design.

Get in touch today to find out 
more.

Full range available online: 
gojuteinternational.com
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GJ033
SQUARE JUTE BAG
SIZE: W30 X H30 X D23 CM

This bag works really well as a shopper 
and is a favourite with businesses and 
charities for fund raising and brand 
awareness.

Available in 23 colours:

GJ021
SMALL JUTE BAG
SIZE: W26 X H24 X D17 CM

This bag is structured, robust and 
stylish. Perfect for lunch boxes, but most 
importantly offers you a blank canvas 
for your design and logo.

Available in 24 colours:

GJ034 
MINI JUTE BAG
SIZE: W22 X H20 X D13 CM

Our smallest bag is a brilliant 
alternative to plastic goody bags. It is 
also ideal for party bags and gift bags.

Available in 15 colours:

Get in touch with our team to chat through your ideas.

Just call us on
01726 75553
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GJ019
LARGE JUTE BAG
SIZE: W46 X H32 X D18 CM

This large jute bag has plenty of room 
for carrying the essentials to a family 
day out or for a day at the beach.

Available in 23 colours:

GJ030
STANDARD JUTE BAG
SIZE: W35 X H40 X D15 CM

This is probably the most traditional 
of all jute bag shapes, and is really 
popular because it is so versatile.

Available in 22 colours:

GJ040
MEDIUM JUTE BAG
SIZE: W39 X H36 X D15 CM

This medium sized bag is a fantastic 
all rounder whether it’s used as a 
shopping bag or a document bag.

Available in 12 colours:

Full Range available online: gojuteinternational.com

Ready to go
Stock Bags
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Get in touch with our team to chat through your ideas.

Just call us on
01726 75553

GJ039
SIX BOTTLE WINE CARRIER
SIZE: W27 X H34 X D18 CM

A great way of packaging or displaying 
six bottles of wine. A removable jute 
divider is included.

Available in 3 colours:

GJ8BB
BEER BOTTLE JUTE CARRIER
SIZE: W27 X H23 X D17 CM

A great way of packaging or displaying 
multiple bottles of beer. This bag comes 
with a removable jute divider.

Available in 23 colours:

GJ035-037
1,2 & 3 WINE BOTTLE CARRIERS
GJ035: W12 X H34 X D10 CM
GJ036: W20 X H34 X D10 CM
GJ037: W27 X H34 X D10 CM

A great way of packaging or displaying 
single or multiple bottles of wine. For 
carriers over one bottle a jute divider is 
included.

Available in natural jute only.
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GJ014
LARGE JUTE BAG
SIZE: W45 X H40 X D17 CM

GJ017UL/CS
LARGE UNLINED OR 
CORN STARCH COATED JUTE BAG
SIZE: W42 X H35 X D15 CM

GJCOOL
COTTON COOL BAG
SIZE: W47 X H40 X D15 CM

GJCANV12
PREMIUM 12oz COTTON CANVAS BAG
SIZE: W54.5 X H44.5 X D20 CM

A perfect shopper, this extra large 
jute bag provides plenty of space for 
groceries and to print your logo and 
campaign message.

Made from only natural jute and is 100% 
eco-friendly.

The aluminium foil inner lining with keep  
your food chilled and fresh whether 
you’re taking a trip to the beach 
returning from a supermarket.

Made with water repellent 12oz cotton 
canvas, this spacious high-quality 
bag with a juco base will show off your 
premium brand with class.

Available in 23 colours:

Available in natural jute only.

Available in natural cotton only.

Available in 15 colours:
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Get in touch with our team to chat through your ideas.

Just call us on
01726 75553

GJ201-5
COTTON DRAWSTRING SACK
GJ0001 EXTRA SMALL: W14 X H20
GJ0002 SMALL: W25 X H30
GJ0002 MEDIUM: W30 X H45
GJ0003 LARGE : W40 X H50
GJ0004 EXTRA LARGE: W50 X H75

Extremely versatile 5oz cotton 
drawstring sacks.

Available in 4 colours:

GJ0001-4
JUTE DRAWSTRING SACK
GJ0001 SMALL: W18 X H25
GJ0002 MEDIUM: W24 X H35
GJ0003 LARGE : W36 X H56
GJ0004 EXTRA LARGE: W50 X H75

Durable and are made to last. Available 
in a wide range of sizes these sacks will 
suit most storage needs.

Available in natural jute only.

GJ011
LARGE JUCO BAG
SIZE: W40 X H36 X D17 CM

This large juco bag has plenty of room 
for carrying the essentials to a family 
day out or for a day at the beach.

Available in 6 colours:
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Full Range available online: gojuteinternational.com

Ready to go

GJCOTTBP
COTTON BACK PACK
SIZE: W32 X H44

GJCOTT 5oz COTTON BAG or
GJCANV8 8oz COTTON CANVAS BAG
SIZE: W38 X H42 CM

GJCANV10
10oz COTTON CANVAS BAG
SIZE: W39 X H43 X D15 CM

These 5oz cotton drawstring shoulder 
bags are extremely versatile and fold 
down to fit in your pocket.

These versatile bags can be folded up 
and put in a pocket or hand bag ready 
for that unplanned dash to the shops. 
Perfect for getting you brand seen in 
public.

This 10oz cotton canvas bag comes 
with a bottom gusset, allowing extra 
space for storage

Stock Bags

Available in natural cotton only.

Available in 4 colours:

Available in 4 colours:
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Huge range of hardwood 
deckchairs, windbreaks, 
parasols and garden furniture
Free UK mainland delivery on all products

01726 75559   |   www.southwesterlydeckchair.com

01726 982105   |   info@deckchairshop.co.uk   |   deckchairshop.co.uk

Deckchairs, 
Parasols, 

Windbreaks, 
Wooden 
Furniture



gojuteinternational.com    |    01726 75553    |    info@gojute.co.uk

We have offices in the following countries:

United Kingdom The NetherlandsIndia France USA

© 2024 GoJute Ltd. All Rights Reserved

Printed on FSC® certified paper from sustainable sources.
Please recycle after you have finished with this brochure, or better 
yet, pass it on to someone you know.


